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Brecht in Practice and Theory 
Syllabus (21 April 2018) 

Course Description 
Hardly any figure looms as large in the modern theatrical canon as Bertolt Brecht, whose critical 
rethinking of theater’s social function has inspired political artists around the globe. This course 
zooms in on this revolutionary spirit to offer students the opportunity to study, apply, critique 
and transform Brechtian techniques through hands-on activities. With class sessions split 
between practical workshops and seminars, we will approach Brecht’s writings—both his prose 
and plays—from the theater practitioner’s perspective. How do Brecht’s concepts, like 
Verfremdung, Epic, and Gestus, challenge theater conventions, and to what end? What practical 
exercises can be developed from his writings, and what are their uses for theater-makers today? 
How, when, and why might Brechtian techniques be applied to devised work or dramas by other 
playwrights? What does Brecht’s model of theater overlook, and how can an intersectional 
critique provide inspiration to transform his ideas? The course is aimed particularly at student 
directors, but will also benefit actors, dramaturgs, playwrights and scholars interested in practice 
as research. No theater experience required.  
 

Course Objectives 

• Students will be able to define key concepts of Brecht’s theory of theater (Lehrstücke, epic, 
Gestus, Verfremdung), analyze their aesthetic, social and political context, and interpret how 
they have been transformed by other theater practitioners.  

• Students will be able to identify Brechtian techniques and articulate their potential utility in a 
variety of production environments (for both Brechtian and non-Brechtian playtexts).  

• Students will develop a repertoire of acting and directing exercises and gain experience in 
applying them in rehearsal scenarios. 

• Students will gain practical experience in giving and receiving peer-feedback. 
 

Course Materials 

All readings are posted on Canvas. Students should bring to class either printouts or a device on 
which you can easily access, read and work with the assigned texts. Film clips will either be 
provided via web link on Canvas, or placed on reserve in Green Library. 
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Grading 
Participation: 40% 
Model Book presentation: 15% 
Design an exercise: 15% 
Final directing project: 30% 
Written assignments art to be submitted through Canvas via the “assignment” links provided. 
Unless alternative arrangements have been made with me, assignments should be submitted by 
midnight on the specified dates. Extenuating circumstance will always be taken seriously, and I 
encourage students to initiate conversations as early as possible if any need arises – via email, 
office hours, or appointment.  

I commit to providing you as much transparency in grading as possible. I will provide written 
feedback for every assignment, including a breakdown of how I assigned your grade. We will 
discuss clear expectations for each assignment in class prior to the deadline, so your attendance 
is very important. Students are always welcome to schedule time to speak with me individually 
to discuss any questions or uncertainties, or to get feedback at any point in the process. Please 
keep in mind that the earlier you contact me, the better I’ll be able to offer the right assistance.  

 
Assignments 

Participation (40% of final grade): Students will be punctual and come to class having completed 
all assigned readings and viewings. Tardiness, unexcused absences, and lack of preparation will 
negatively affect your participation grade. This is a learning-by-doing course, so your active 
participation in discussions and workshops is absolutely key.  

Model Book Presentation (15% of final grade): Students will sign up for a filmed production of 
one of Brecht’s plays (choosing from the list provided, or suggesting their own). Students will 
choose two contrasting scenes (each 3-5 minutes in length) and create their own Model Book 
(digital or hard copy). Students will give a short (10 minutes) presentation of their work in class 
and submit the Model Book on the same day.  
Design an acting exercise (15% of final grade): Using an aspect of Brechtian theory, students 
will design an original acting exercise (10-15 minutes). It may, but need not necessarily, involve 
text from a play written by Brecht. Students will come to class prepared with a written outline of 
the exercise and all necessary materials. Requests for assistance with material (for example, to 
have photocopies of a script made) must be submitted via email to me by (date). Students will 
direct the class through the exercise. Peer feedback will be given in a brief discussion following 
the exercise. Students will have the opportunity to reflect on this feedback and will submit an 
updated description of the exercise (1 page) on (date - 3 days after workshop).  
Final directing project (30% of final grade): Students will choose a short scene (no more than 5 
minutes) from a play authored by someone other than Brecht, which they will stage using 
techniques inspired by Brecht. Students will prepare a 30-minute rehearsal block to be conducted 
in class, using classmates as actors. This means the final project is not to stage a polished scene, 
but to plan and conduct a rehearsal. The rehearsal should include a variety of acting exercises 
(those we’ve covered in class, your adaptations of them, and/or your own), as well as scene work 
with director-actor dialogue. Students must submit a written rehearsal log, which includes: 
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1)  a summary of the director’s concept for the chosen play, and why a Brechtian approach is 
appropriate, 2 pages (to be completed prior to rehearsal), 

2) a detailed timeline of the rehearsal plan, broken down into sections, with explanations of why 
each rehearsal component was chosen (to be completed prior to rehearsal), and 

3) a post-rehearsal reflection on the process. What worked? What would you change? What 
would you do next? 3 pages (to be submitted on DATE). 

 
Class Schedule 

Week 1: Introductions  
Day 1. Seminar: “That’s soooo Brechtian”  

• Discussion/lecture: What does “Brechtian” mean? (legacies in popular imaginary & the 
many Brechts.) 

• Review of syllabus 
• Collaborative creation of course rules 
• Model Book assignment & sign up 

Day 2. Seminar: Brecht in his time  

• Lecture: Weimar Germany and urgent political art, from Expressionism to Neue 
Sachlichkeit 

• Discussion of readings 
Readings:  

• Brecht on Theatre (2015 version): “Introduction”, “More Good Sport”, “Shouldn’t we 
Liquidate Aesthetics?” 

• Selection from Willett, The New Sobriety 
 

Week 2: Model Books & Visualizing Theory 
Day 1. Seminar: Directing, Dramaturgy and the Model Book 

• Discussion of readings 
• Model Book examples 

Readings:  

• Mary Luckhurst, “Bertolt Brecht: the theory and practice of the dramaturg” in 
Dramaturgy: A Revolution in Theatre (2006)  

• Selections from Buying Brass 
• Selections from Brecht on Performance: “Model Books: Mother Courage” 

Day 2. Presentations: Model Books 

• Students present their own Model Books on two scenes of a Brecht Production 
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Week 3:  Lehrstücke 
Day 1. Workshop: Lehrstücke 

• This workshop will reenact the Lehrstücke scenario envisioned by Brecht: students will 
collaborate to stage several short texts, without having prepared in advance. 

Day 2. Seminar: Learning by Doing 

• Lecture: agitprop & amateurs 
• Discussion of workshop & readings 

Readings: 

• Lehrstücke from the workshop (The Measures Taken, The Exception and the Rule, The 
Jasager/Neinsager) 

• Selections from Brecht on Theatre 
• Selections from Steinweg, Learning Play and Epic Theatre 

 

Week 4: Gestus 
Day 1. Seminar: Gestus 

• Discussion of readings 
• Film clips (Arturo Ui, Mother Courage, Three Penny Opera) 
• Show and Tell preparation 

Readings: 

• Three Penny Opera 
• Excerpts from Brecht on Theatre: “The Theatre as a Public Concern”, “Tips for Actors” (in 

“Notes on the Three Penny Opera”), “What is a Social Gestus” (in “On Gestic Music”), 
“The Street Scene”  

Day 2. Workshop: Creating a Character 

• This workshop will combine several acting exercises to develop character bodies (political 
cartoons + emblem, follow/exaggerate the leader, Show & Tell). Focus will be given to 
how bodies “read” on stage and how we can make social factors legible. Post-exercise 
discussion will take up the relationship between Gestus and ideas like stereotype, 
exaggeration, and appropriation. 

 

Week 5: Epic 
Day 1. Seminar:  It’s all about the story  

• Discussion of readings 
Readings: 

• Selections from Brecht on Theatre: “On New Dramatic Writing”, “Old versus New 
Theatre” 

• Good Person of Szechwan  
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Day 2. Workshop: Narrator as advocate 

• This workshop will combine several exercises (present the events as group, story in 
pictures, closing arguments) to explore the critical function of narrative elements within 
dramatic scenes, using Brecht’s Fatzer fragment as a script. The exercises focus on 
narrative as a response to dramatic action, and explore the forms such narratives can take 
(visual, verbal, commentary, questions). Working in small groups, students will rotate as 
actors, directors and dramaturgs. 

Readings: 

• The Downfall of Egotist J. Fatzer 
 
Week 6: Verfremdung 

Day 1. Seminar: Verfremdung 

• Discussion 
• Apparatus assignment 

Readings: 

• Selections from Brecht on Theatre: “Short List of the Most Frequent, Common and Boring 
Misconceptions about Epic Theatre”, “Verfremdung Effects in Chinese Acting”, “Short 
Description of a New Technique of Acting that Produces a Verfremdung Effect”  

• Filmed version of a Brechtian theater production or live performance (TBD) 
Day 2. Workshop: Techniques of Disruption 

• This workshop will focus on the Brechtian “gap” by introducing exercises that highlight 
social influence, bias, contradictions and argument. Exercises include: Street Scene 
variant (short 2 hander performed, then recounted by a third w/ corrections from actors); 
quotation (with Caucasian chalk circle scene); sports commentary/anthropology, alter 
egos (‘said the’). We will also brainstorm ways of “revealing the apparatus” in non-
Brechtian scenes.  

 
Week 7: Bringing it together 

Day 1. Workshop: Triangulated Directing 

• This workshop will center on director-dramaturg-actor dialogues. Students will work in 
small groups to run exercises using short, two-hander scenes. Exercises include “not but”, 
interrogation, what would you have done. We will focus on collaborative discussion 
models and the significance of finding the right questions.  

Readings:  

• A Short Organum 
Day 2. Student Exercises 

• Student-led workshop with feedback 
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Week 8: “To use Brecht without criticizing him is betrayal” 

Day 1. Final project discussion & preparation 

• Arrangements for final projects (group allocation); expectations & questions. 
• Resources 

 
Day 2. Beyond Brecht 

• Discussion of readings 
Readings:  

• Di Trevis, Acting is Not Theoretical  
• Selections from Heiner Müller, Elin Diamond, Peter Weiss 

 

Week 9: From Epic to Emancipation 
Day 1. Workshop: Theater of the Oppressed 

• This workshop will include exercises from Boal’s Games for Actors and Non-Actors (de-
automation warm-up, Image Theater exercise, spectrum of responses, forum exercise). 
Post exercise discussion will focus on how Boal’s methods embrace, critique and 
transform Brechtian ideas and the consequences of this transformation. 

Readings: 

• Selection, Boal Theater of the Oppressed 
Day 2. Final projects 

 
Week 10: From Epic to Emancipation (part 2) 

Day 1. Final Projects 
Day 2. Review & Debrief 

 
Provost’s Statement concerning Students with Disabilities 
Students who have a disability which may necessitate an academic accommodation or the use of 
auxiliary aids and services in a class must initiate the request with the Office of Accessible 
Education’s Disability Resource Center (DRC). The DRC will evaluate the request with required 
documentation, recommend appropriate accommodations, and prepare a verification letter dated 
in the current academic term in which the request is being made. Please contact the DRC as soon 
as possible; timely notice is needed to arrange for appropriate accommodations (phone 723-
1066; TDD 725-1067). 

FERPA: Student Record Privacy Policy 
http://studentaffairs.stanford.edu/registrar/students/ferpa 
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Honors Code 

The Honor Code articulates University expectations of students and faculty in establishing and 
maintaining the highest standards in academic work. Violating the Honor Code is a serious 
offense, even when the violation is unintentional. The Honor Code is available at: 
http://www.stanford.edu/dept/vpsa/judicialaffairs/guiding/honorcode.htm. You are responsible 
for understanding the University rules regarding academic integrity; you should familiarize 
yourself with the code if you have not already done so. In this class, you are encouraged to meet 
and exchange ideas with your classmates while preparing assignments, but you are individually 
responsible for your own work and for understanding the material. Because a substantial portion 
of this class is dedicated to transforming and adapting ideas, your written work should properly 
acknowledge and reference sources. Plagiarism is a violation of the Honor Code, as is 
representing as one’s own work the work of another. If you have any questions regarding this 
policy, please contact the instructor.  

 


